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This report contains infGrmation on the fisheries by Greenland vessels

and on research carried out by'Greenland Fisheries investigations (Grenlands

Fiskeriundersogesler) in the NJ\FO Area and at East Greenland (ICES Subarea

XIV) in 1980. Various colleagu s in the institute have contributed to the re-

port. The hydrographic research has been reported by Mr. Erik Buch (Institute

of Physical Oceanography, University of Copenhagen), and the information on

ice has been reported by Mr. H, H. Valeur (The Danish Meteorological Institute).

STATISTICAL AREA / SUBAREA'0 

A small part (around 10%) of the commercial fishery for shrimp .Wandalus
boi-ealisf by Greenland trawlers took place in SA 0 on the grounds adjacent to
those in Division 1B. The catch' of the Royal Greenland Trade Department amounted

to 815 tonnes with an average c tch per hour trawled of 486 tonnes, being close

to the average for the total of shore area.

SUBAREA 1

A. STA1US OF THE FISHERIES 

1. General trends 

The nominal catches by Gr enland vessels in 1980 are given in Table 1.

The figures areiprovisional.

The nominal catch increased by about 12% from 1979 to 1980 to reach the

highest level on record for the fishery by Greenland. The increase from 1979

to 1980 was mainly due to the increase in the shrimp fishery. The landings of

redfish, wolffishes, and Greenland cod increased significantly from the 1979

level.

The major part of the off9

while for shrimp Division 1B was

hore finfish catches were taken in Division 1D,

the most important division.

  

For the inshore finfish ca

ant whereas Division 1A was the

tches Division 1F and 1E were the most import-

one with the highest landings of shrimps.



Table  . Nominal catches by Greenland vessels in Subarea 1, 1980 (provisional

figures), and the relative changes from 1979 to 1980.

Species	 Nominal catch 1980

(tonnes round. fish)

Percentage change

from 1979.

Cod 46 607 +	 1

Greenland cod 5 257 +	 45

Redfish 1	 206 + 380

Wolffishes 3	 901 +	 125

Grenadiers (M. berglax) 32 +	 52

Greenland halibut 5 308 +	 1

Halibut 330 +	 150

Capelin 298 +	 14

Atlantic salmon 1	 194 -	 15

Arctic char 258 +	 47

Lu ;Dsucker x) 1	 241 +	 171

Herring 7 +	 40

Industrial fish and fish not specified 210 +	 32

Shrimp 34 266 +	 17

TOTAL (rounded) 100	 115 12

x) converted from roe to round fish, factor 3.31.

. Cod

a. The fisheries. The nominal catch by Greenland vessels was about the same

as in 1979. The larger trawlers' catch decreased by 33% because of decrease in

effort as well as catch per unit. Catch rate by trawlers in 1980 was just above

half that in 1978. The inshore fisheries had a 10% increase occurring mainly in

Division 1D and 1E.

The catch of the offshore Greenland trawlers was rather evenly distribut-

ed between Division 1B, 1C, 1D, and 1E while the catch in Division 1A and 1F

was negligible as usual. The most interesting observation is their catch in

Division 1B of about 1 800 tonnes where in 1977-79 virtually no offshore cod

fishing took place. This northward shift of part of the fishery is based upon

new year classes (1975-77) with a more northern distribution than the 1973

year class which was totally dominating in the 1977-79 fisheries.

The high proportion (60%) in Division 1E-1F of the inshore landings can

still be attributed to the 1973 year class which seems to have accounted for

more than 80% of the landings in these southern divisions.

b. Forecast for 1981-82. Catches in the first four months of 1981 have

been above those in the corresponding period of 1979. Trawlers' catch by the

end of April is approaching their total catch of 1980. This increase is due

mainly to increased effort which has occurred because access to the shrimp

grounds has been rather difficult due to ice.
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Reports indicate a very high variation in age composition of the various

concentrations of cod, even inside the same parts of the fishing grounds, and

the trawlers seem to move around more than previously to find shoals of large

fish.

New year classes, especially the 1977 year class, seem to become predo-

minating in the 1981-82 fishery, especially in Division 1B-1D, and a further

expansion of the fishery in these northern divisions may be expected. In Divis-

ion 1E-1F the 1973 year class may continue to be a very important part of the

catch, and for these divisions there is at present no observations reported to

indicate the same improved recruitment prospects as in the norhtern divisions.

Further details on the cod stock and the fisheries are found in NAFO SCR

Doc. 81/VI/

Shrimp (Pandalus borealis

a. The fisheries. Nominal catch by Greenland trawlers increased from about

20 thousand tonnes in 1979 to more than 30 thousand tonnes in 1980. This in-

crease pertains only to the offshore fishery while the inshore catches remain-

ed stable around 8 000 tonnes.

In earlier years the offshore fishery has mainly been concentrated in

Division 1B, but this year the fishing activity has been extended farther

northward than in previous years. This displacement of the fisheries has been

observed also during the earlier years but in a much smaller scale, part of

the displacement being only seasonal within Division IB. Vessels other than

those from Greenland have been restricted from fishing in areas north of 68°N.

b. Forecast for 1981. The stock situation on the offshore shrimp grounds

was assessed by the Working Group on Shrimp in November 1980. (NAFO SCS Doc.

80/XI/34). Information discussed at that meeting did not give rise to any pro-

posal for any change in the TAC for the offshore grounds in SA 1, and the ad-

jacent parts of SA 0 (29 500 tonnes). Due to the lack of observations of pre-

recruits and to the few age groups in the major part of the catch it is diffi-

cult to give a firm forecast for the shrimp fishery in this region.

Other fish 

The landings of Greenland cod increased considerably compared to the two

previous years and reached the same level as in 1977, i.e. about 6 000 tonnes.

Landings of Greenland halibut were the same as in 1979, whereas landings of

wolffishes and redfish increased compared to 1979 which was mainly due to the

increase in catches by trawlers.

The catch of salmon was 1 194 tonnes which fulfilled the quota at 1 191

tonnes. The quota was reached after 26 days° fishing.

B. SPECIAL RESEARCH STUDIES 

1 Environmental studies 

a. Hydrography (supplied by Erik Buch, Institute of Physical Oceanography,

University of Copenhagen). The Greenland Fisheries Investigations did in 1980



decide to increase their hydrographical investigations in the waters off West

Greenland and the Disko Island, which resulted in two major cruises in July

and November covering the stations shown in Figure 1. Additionally, the Fylla

Bank section was visited regularly during the year A more detailed presentat-

ion and discussion of the observations will be published by the present author

in the near future.

Vertical Distribution of Temperatures 

Through some detective work in a number of old publications, of which

Kiilerich (1943) and Hermann (1967) were the most helpful, it has been possi-

ble to show the mean temperature in medio June over the upper 40 meters at

Fylla Bank (Station 2 in Section I) for the last 100 years (Figure 2). Obvi-

ously, observations are missing for a number of years in the period 1880-1940.

The broken line at 1.8°C indicates the temperature widely accepted as the lower

limit of high survival of cod larvae. It is seen that the temperature in 1980

is just above this limit.

Figure 3 shows the variations of the temperature during 1980 west of

the Fylla Bank (Station 4 in Section I). In a short period around 1st April

temperatures below 0 C are found in the upper 100 metres, the rest of the year

the whole water column has positive temperatures. During the summer a thermo-

cline develops down to a depth of about 40 metres with a maximum surface tem-

perature of 5.7
o
 C around 1st September.

The lower 400 metres (200-600 m depths) are fairly homogeneous at the

beginning of the year with temperatures around 1.5°C, but in March-April the

first signs of inflowing Irminger water turns up, and at the end of the year

this inflOw is rather intense with temperatures above 5°C at 200 metres.

The inflow of Irminger water is also clearly seen in Figures 4-7 which

show vertical distribution of temperatures in Section I (Fylla Bank), and III

(Holsteinsborg) in July and November.

The Disko Bay is in the summer characterized by very sharp vertical

gradients in the upper 30 metres, and by surprisingly high surface tempera-.
tures, above	 the area near Godhavh.. The temperatures belOw 100 metres

did not change very much from July to November.

Horizontal Temperature Distribution

The horizontal distribution of the temperature for the whole investigat-

ed area is visualized in Figures 8-11, showing the distribution at the surface

and at 50 metres, which is the column of water with the highest vertical gra-

dients in temperature as well as the water column in which the primary product-

ion takes place. At Section V off the Disko Fiord the outer station is clearly

influenced by the Baffin Land current in November, with temperatures near the

freezing point at the surface (Figure 9.)

These figures also illustrate the inflow of.Irminger water as well as

the great vertical temperature gradients in the Disko Bay mentioned above.-



Current and Optical Observation 

During the July cruise ob ervations of currents and a number of optical

parameters were carried out.

The currents were measures using gelatine pendulums, Haamer (1974), put

out at hydrographical standard epths down to a depth of 300 metres. Figure

12 shows the observed currents t 10 metres. This current pattern is fairly

consistent with the hydrographi al observations, although the rather strong

current in the Vaigat presumabl is influenced by the tide.

In the field of optical o

of the seai secchi depths, and

shows the depth of the euphotic

daylight is left. In the offsho

round 40-50 metres. In the Disk

to particles in the fresh water

eanography observations of light quanta, colour.

article scattering were performed. Figure 13

zone zq (1%), i.e. the depth at which 1% of the

e area zq (1%) is fairly stable with values a-

Bay z (1%) is smaller and more variable due

runoff at various places in the bay.

b. Observations on ice (supp ied by Hans H. Valeur, The Danish Meteorologi

cal Institute). Regular aerial•bservations of the sea ice around Greenland

are carried out by the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI). Observations in

1980, as usual, were concentrat d on the waters around Cape Farewell, while

other areas have been observed •eriodically, according to navigational need.

Further, a special reconnaissance programme has been executed jointly

by DMI and Danish Hydraulic Ins itute during the period July the 17th to Sep-

tember the 24th covering the wa ers off the east coast between 66°N and 77°N

aiming to support geological offshore investigations.

In addition to the aerial observations satellite images have been used

increasingly, especially concerning the waters off East Greenland.

The ice conditions were very close to or slightly lighter than normal.

Particularly, it should be menti•ned that the break-up in Melville Bay was

slightly earlier (about 2 weeks) than usual. Further, the polar ice belt off

the east coast decreased a few w e eks earlier than normally, i.e. at the end
of August the ice belt was hardl present south of 70°N.

c. Plankton. Oblique hauls with 2 m stramin net (30 min., 225-0 m wire,

app. 50-0 m depth) were taken in July in the same standard sections where hydro-

graphic observations were made, t some northern stations west of Disko Bay and

Disko Island, and in the Disko B y. Furthermore, plankton hauls were made through-

out the year at the entrance to odthabsfjord.

Three sections (Fylla Bank Lille Hellefiskebanke, Holsteinsborg sections)

have been operated regularly for a series of years in July. The mean volume per

30 min. haul for all stations wa very big in 1980, mainly due to big quantities

of Ag1antha digitale, but also o her plankters were numerous. In Table 2 are
shown the mean volumes during the last five years.



Year Fresh

volume

Preserved

volume	 % of, freSh

Number of

hauls

1976 268 53 20 15

1977 822 145 18 15

1978 418 86 21 15

1979 624 99 16 15

1980 1245 444 36 15

Mean plankton volume in millilitre per 30 min. stramin net haul in

Davis Strait in the three sections (Fylla Bank, Lille Hellefiskebank,

Holsteinsborg) in 1976-80.

Fish larvae were more numerous in 1980 than in 1979. Mean number of

shrimp larvae was normal in the three sections; however, they were more con-

centrated in the southern section than in previous years. North of the stan-

dard sections and in the Disko Bay dense concentrations of shrimp larvae were

observed at some stations. Mean numbers of shrimp (Pandalus borealis) larvae
and s)me fish larvae during the last five years in Davis Strait are shown in

Table 3. A dense concentration of sand eel larvae was located north of the

standard sections off Disko Bay (1350 larvae in one haul), while the other

fish larvae were almost limited to the three standard sections mentioned. Ca-

pelin larvae were frequent in Disko Bay, but were not observed in offshore

water. Eggs of American plaice are normally numerous in Davis Strait.

Table 3. mean numbers of shrimp larvae and some fish larvae per 30 min stramin

net haul- in Davis Strait (Fylla Bank, Lille Hellefiskebank, and Hol-

steinsborg sections).

Yea r Shrimp Cod Greenland

halibut

American

Plaice

Sand eel

1976 0.7 3.5 2.9. 47.1

1977 49 0.6 3.6 0.9 6.5

1978 2 0.3 1.7 0 2.3

1979 48 0.9 0.4 1.5 1.1

1980 43 2.9 17.7 18.7 3.4

d. Other environmental StUdie8.. Monitoring studies at a disposal site

for tailings from a Iead-zinc mine and mill in West Greenland continued. Lead,

zinc, Cadmium,. and copper are monitored in seawater, sediments, and marine

Organisms including fish, seals, seaweed, and mussels.

Baseline studies at a uran deposit in South Greenland continued. A

suite of elements in the marine environment is being measured by means of

atomic abSorption spectrometry and instrumental neutron activation analysis.

'Furthermore, radioactivity measurements are being made.

A mussel watch program expected to run for years was initiated in a
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.fiord system in West Gteenla d unaffected by local inputs of pollutant's. The

:Objective of this study is t* improve the knowledge of the natural variation

of the level of a suite of e ements in Mytilus edulis, Ascophyllum nodosum,

Fucus vesiculosus, and Fucus distichus. Samples of these are analysed by means

of atomic absorption spectro etry and instrumental neutron activation analysis -

Biological studies 

a. Cod

Eggs and larvae. The a erage number of cod larvae found in the plankton

in July was 2.9 per 30 min. aul in Sections I-III, the highest since 1975

(3.2 larvae), but still a ra her small number. The reference temperature on

Fylla Bank (see section on h drography) was just above the "critical" level

of 1.8 C. The year class of 980 may thus show up as one of the relatively

good ones amongst those after 1973 although not comparable to the good year

classes of the 1950-60'ies. occurrence of cod larvae is shown in Figure 14.

Occurrence of pre-recruit cod. Cod at age 1 (the 1979 year class) did
not have a chance to be obse ved in the 1980 research, nor in the commercial

fishery. However, in the beg nning of 1981 it has been observed as by-catch

in catches of shrimp in the • outhern part of Division 1B. It is considered to

be a year class which will c*ntribute to a continuation of the northward ex-

pansion of the fishery menti•ned in the section on the status of the fisheries.

2-year old cod (year c ass 1978) have not occurred in any noteworthy num-

ber in discards from pound	 nor in research catches, and the year class is

still a very poor one.

3-year old fish (year •lass 1977) on the other hand have shown up in con-

siderable quantities in cats es by all gears in Division 1B-1D. A good part of

the catch of this age group ay have been discarded as indicated by the skew

length distribution of some .f the samples (see Figure 16). It will no doubt

be the predominating year cl ss in the 1981-82 fishery, at least in Division

1B-1D.

More details on judgem nt of the pre-recruits are found in NAFO SCR

Doc. 81/VI/	 .

Cod in commercial landings.The 1973 year class, which was the major con-

tributor to the 1977-79 fisheries, still played the role as the most important

one in 1980. This position was however, maintained only due to its very large

proportion (above 80%) in the fisheries in Division 1E-1F. In the offshore

fishery by Greenland trawlers in Division 1B-1E the 1975 year class was the

predominating one (in terms of number) followed by the 1973 and 1974 year

class.

In the inshore fisheries in Division 1B-1D year classes 1979, 1976, and

1975 were the most numerous o es in the said order, and there is likely to

have been a considerable disc rd of fish belonging to the 1977 year class.

Figure 15 and 16 show examples of age and length composition of landings

from offshore trawlers and fr m inshore fisheries, respectively. Further de-



tails on numbers caught by age are given in NAFO SCR. Doc. 81/VI/

Tagging. experiments. A total number of 1022 cod was tagged, mainly in
Division 1D and 1E. Tagging lists have been supplied and distributed by the

NAFO Secretariat.

b.. • Atlantic salmOn. 7 Scales from about 600 salMon Were • saMpled ftOm the

small research cutter TORNAQ in an area south of Godtn5b (Division 1D). The

• scales will be analysed in Canada and incorpotated in the report froM the

ICES WOrking Group on. North Atlantic salmon

A biologist from the Danish Institute for FisherieS and Marine ResearCh

participated in the Canadian salmon cruise at West Greenland in August.

Redfish. Samples of small redfish caught as by-catches in the offshore

shrimp fishery show that almost all small redfish taken in that fishery belong

species Sebastes mentella.

Preliminary investigations in the Godth5b Fiord (Division 1D) show a

local population of Sebastes mentella, which spawn in the fiord from about

March to May It is the only place at West Greenland where mature females of

redfish (both Sebastes marinas and Sebastes mentella) have been taken in quan-
tities.

Other fish. Age and/or length samPles of commercial species other than

already mentioned were sampled on a routine basis from research vessels.

are Greenland cod, Greenland halibut, striped and spotted wolffish, Ameri-

can plaice, and Atlantic halibut. From commercial landings samples of Greenland

halibut, Atlantic halibut, striped and spotted wolffish were taken.

Studies of change in weight during storage have been carried out for cod

shrimp.

A break down into species of the two wolffishes taken in the various fi-

sheries has been started.

Tagging experiments. In connection with the environmental program the

foj_lowing species have been tagged in Division 1A: Greenland halibut 30, Ameri-

can plaice 3, cod 12, Greenland cod 13, and spotted wolffish 9.

e. Shrimp (Pandalus borealis). Like in previous years, the research on
shrimp had high priority in the program of the institute. As the major part of

the research and the results were presented in research documents and working

papers to the November shrimp assessment meeting only a list of the activities

is given here (Ref. NAFO SCR Doc. 80/XI/169 & 80/XI/174).

I) Sampling of catch statistics from the commercial shrimp fishery.

Bottom photography was carried out on the offshore grounds in Divis-

ion 1A-1B between 66°N and 69°30°N to assess the density of the shrimp. A to-

of 17 stations were operated in August. A mathematical model for the dis-

tribution of shrimp was introduced to describe the biomass dependency of some

easily measurable parameters and thus derive biomass estimates for the whole

sampled.



EAST GREENLAND

STATUS OF THE FISHERIES

Research vessel hauls and sampling on a number of offshore standard

stations of which some have been operated since 1968.

Monthly observations and sampling on board commercial shrimp vessels

from January to July as a continuation of the 1979 sampling program to elucidate

a.o. the nature of the diurnal migration of different sexual components to the

shrimp stock.

Participation in cruise by other nations:. Scientists from the institute
participated in surveys with WALTHER HERWIG and ANTON DOHRN of the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany, and with the Icelandic research vessel BJARNI SEMUNDSSON. All

these surveys were concentrated on occurrence of cod and redfish.

Marine Mammals. Previous years° collecting of material from the har-

vest of harp and hooded seals was continued. At the November 1980 meeting of

STACRES were presented an	 analysis of reproductive material of hooded seal

collected in South Greenland (SCR Doc. 80/XI/158), a review of hooded seal

studies in Greenland 1970-79 	 (SCR Doc 80/XI/170), and a report on harp seal

recoveries in Greenland 1979-80 (SCR Doc 80/XI/171).

As in 1979 sampling of biological material of minke whale and observat-

ions of all whale species were carried out in June-September on a Norwegian

whaling vessel operating in the Davis Strait. In addition, 10 fin whales, 4

humpback whales, and one minke whale were marked.

The total Greenlandic landings from this area (ICES Subarea XIVb) amount

to 2000 tonnes in 1980 (preliminary figures), a decrease of about 30% from 1979.

The local fishing at Angmagssalik resulted in landings of 1550 tonnes cod (appro-

ximately the same as in 1979) and 1 ton of Atlantic salmon.

The decrease in the total landings from ICES Subarea XIVb might be due to

the decrease in the offshore catches of cod which dropped about 1300 tonnes

compared to 1979

SPECIAL RESEARCH STUDIES

Practical fishing experiments

Cod.' In 1980 a pound net fishery for cod was introduced in the Ang-

magssalik district. The experiment was carried out from late spring to autumn.

Capelin. Experimental fishery fbt capelin in the offshore areas of

ICES Division XIVa and XIVb was carried out by a number of Danish purse seiners

A total catch of 10.762 tonnes was obtained.

c. Shrimp  (Pandalus bore
cial research on the East Green

together with information from

search documents and working pa

1980 (NAFO SCR Doc. 80/X1/164).

alis). In 1980 the institute introduced a spe-

land shrimp stock. The results from this research

the commercial fishery have been presented in re-

pers to the shrimp assessment meeting in November
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The research activities were:

Sampling of catch statistics from the commercial fishery and

analysis of logbook information to give a description of the fishing area

and of the distribution of this stock.

Observations and sampling on board commercial trawlers in April,

August, and October to obtain information on the biology and composition

of the stock and to observe the species composition and the amount of by-

catches.
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Figure 1. HydrographiC stations operated in 1980. The international standard sections are

I. (Fylla Bank)-., II (Lille Hellefiskebanke), III (Holsteinsborg), and IV (Egedes,

minde). The stations re ntimbered from east to west.
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Surface tem eratures ( 1980 in July.
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Figure 9.	 Surface temperatures	 C) in 1980 in November.
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Figure 10. Temperatures at 50 m depth in 1980 in July.
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Current

Figure 12 Currents (6m/sec)
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epth of the euphotic zone (z (1%))
Figure 1  . Depth of the euphotic zone z 	 1!6) in July 1980.
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Figure 15® , Age and length distribution of some of the offshore samples from trawlers
landings. Lengths are plotted for 3-cm groups, the first cm in some of the groups
given on the length scale. In 1B-1D age-groups 5-7 were predomipant, but at the end of
the year a sarong inflow of 3-year-Old fish (year-class 1977) was observed. In lE the
1973 year-class dominated.
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Figure 16. Age and length distribution of some of the inshore samples® Lengths are plotted
for 3-cm groups, the first cm in some of the groups given on the length scale® The lower-
most sample (1F) from hand-line 1 ndings, the other four samples from pound-net landings.

In 1E-1F the 1973 year-class was y far the major one whereas younger fish dominated in

the other divisions. The skewness of the left hand side of the length distribution
indicates discard of fish (below 0 cm local minimum landing size).
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